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UM STUDENTS EARN DEGREES

MISSOULA –

The University of Montana—Missoula conferred 1,828 degrees at its 100th commencement May 17.

The total includes 84 certificates, 111 associate’s, 1,190 bachelor’s, 327 master’s, 75 juris doctor’s, 36 doctoral degrees and five education specialist’s. Forty-nine students earned two degrees each.

Editors: The enclosed list of students were degree candidates at the end of spring semester and were therefore eligible to participate in commencement ceremonies.
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Ottolino, Deborah E. Peters, Douglas G. Smith, Elaine Dahl, Elaine Dahl, Eric Robert Smith, Gary
Alan Kane, Harrison John Freebourn, Jr., Heidi Ann Wright, Hugh Joseph Murphy, James J.
Kambich, James Joseph Silva, Jay David Broudy, Jennifer Lucille Brown, John Allen McKee, Justin
James Reynolds, Kevin P. Dennehy, Leo Richard Rosenthal, Lisa M. Phillips, Lynn Louise Repola,
Maria Theresa Canty, Mark Patrick Brown, Mary Anne Danielson Flaman, Michael Eugene
Bowman, Michael Johnson, Nathan Andrew Keedy, Neil E. Buckley, Nicole Marie Perusich, Robert
John Hodge, Robert Warren Ming, Tori Lee Purcell, Tracie Lynn Hoglund, William Emmett
McCarthy; Columbus: Janeece Kathleen Murray, Kirsten Thompson; Fairview: Kelli M. Norby;
Flaxville: Wayne Edward Linder; Forsyth: Debra R. Rice, Kortny Rolston; Glasgow: Heather Marie
Pederson, Robert Douglas Erickson, Robert Douglas Erickson; Glendive: Lindsay Jerome Toepke;
Hays: Karma Therese Cochran, Kenneth L. Doney, Jr.; Helena: Alexis C. Molineux, Amanda
Westfall-Sell, Andrew N. Larson, Autumn Grimes, Britt Rae Streets, Carrie Anne Wetherell, Clifford
Jason Westerbur, Cristopher Eric Wicklund, Dawn Danelle Lyons, Deanna Marie Clark, Erica Ann
Zins, Erika L. Serviss, Gilbert M. Jensen, Gordon L. King, James Vincent Bennett III, James Wayne
Webber, Jennifer Lynn Opitz, Jesse M. Pannoni, Julia Marie Weddle, Kathleen Cara Flaherty, Kristin
John Urgo, Mark R. Wells, Mark Steven Foster, Mary Sheehy Moe, Mattie R. Smith, Michael A.
Agee, Michael Abnash Naseem, Michael Charles Wong, Michelle Lee Wiseman, Michelle Renee
Erdie, Ray S. Carter, Robert Louis Holter, Sarah Hollis Clark, Sharon Anellete Bengtson, Sheri
Lynn Jewell, Steffani Briggs, Stephen Michael Glendenning, Stephen Thomas Roberts, Tamara Jo
Driscoll, Taudi L. Hansen, Thomas F. Rau, Todd Arthur Johnson; Lame Deer: Frank Desmond
Rollefson; Laurel: Marci Lee Rankin, Nick D. Colbrese, Scott Earl Linger, Shanon Dell, Thomas
David Sabol, Twila-Jean Morgan; Lewistown: Cindie Lee Shinnick, Kenneth W. Roberts, Todd
Steven Gore; Livingston: David Anthony Scrimm, Karen M. LaDuke, Matthew Jerrod O'Hara,
Matthew Jerrod O'Hara, Neomi Leora Van Horn, Rochelle D. Tague, Rochelle D. Tague, Traci Lynn
Wilson; Lodge Grass: Colleen Moran Brien; Malta: Jason Roy Buffington; Manhattan: John
Kenneth Kurtz, Jr.; Martinsdale: Christine Jane Mulligan; Medicine Lake: Heather Ann Williams;
Miles City: Dennis Bernard Dighans, Frances Marie Tooke, Joleen Marie Holman, Karla M.
Pezzarossi, Michelle T. Friend, Sherry Lee Nauman; Moore: Mark R. Taylor; Park City: Susan
Carter Donnan; Plentywood: Kori Michelle Chandler; Red Lodge: Clark D. Chatlain; Richland:
Brent Tarum; Ringling: Shannon Jean Brewer; Roberts: Jake Daniel Dinsdale, Kevin C. Weimer;
Roundup: Rita Janet Rodeghiero; Shepherd: Kyla Kinghorn Vestal; Sidney: John Louis Jensen, Lora
Redman, Necole Ashley Berg; White Sulphur Springs: Brandon Travis Bakken, Kami L. Burns,
Blake A. Heggen, Cory Kathleen Roberts, Justin Thomas Sereday; Wibaux: Earnt G. Amsler Jr.;
Winifred: Andi S. Rogers; Wolf Point: Justin Henry Halverson, Michael Allen Touchette.
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